TOWN OF CANMORE
RECORD OF WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS
Regular Meeting
Meeting held electronically
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 at 9:00 a.m.
This document contains the written submissions received in response to the notice of public hearing for the
following bylaw:
Road Closure Bylaw 2020-05 (Railway Court)
Submissions are sorted in alphabetical order. If you are viewing the electronic version, please use the
bookmarks feature to scroll through the document.

This record of written submissions was compiled by Cheryl Hyde, Municipal Clerk, on June 3, 2020.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Randy Barker
Monday, June 1, 2020 8:58 AM
Municipal Clerk
Support for bylaw
cid59B79605-22DD-4E7E-B7D6-7D5476EAD31D.pdf

Hello,
Not able to attend the Zoom meeting tomorrow but wanted to indicate I am in support of the bylaw described below.

Sent from my iPhone
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

greg baum
Sunday, May 31, 2020 10:55 AM
Municipal Clerk
Bylaw 2020-05

Dear Municipal Clerk of Canmore. I am writing this email to provide formal notice of being " In Favor " of the
proposed Road Closure Bylaw 2020‐05 for the city of Canmore, Alberta. In advance, thank you for your
consideration of this email. Thanks, Gregory Baum
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lil Sanderson Dyer
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 12:18 AM
Municipal Clerk
Opposition to Bylaw 2020-05, public hearing June 2, 2020

To whom it may concern,
This email is regarding Bylaw 2020‐05,
Name: Lil Buckberrough
Position: Opposed
I am forwarding my opposition to by‐law 2020‐05 as I am unable to attend the public hearing at 9:00am on Tuesday,
June 2nd.

I am opposed to this bylaw for the following reasons.
There has been a severe lack of public engagement regarding this bylaw that effects not only the residents nearby but
the great number of people who use this area. The sale of town land was completed during the midst of the Covid‐19
pandemic, whilst the residents of Canmore were almost solely focused on their health and wellbeing. No effort was
made to provide notice of this transaction, which is contradictory to the town’s ethos of community engagement.
Bylaw 2020‐05 states that lands have never been used for public travel and are no longer required for public travel. This
statement is incorrect. On the contrary, the area that is proposed for closure is a highly trafficked, multi‐use pathway
utilized by 100’s of residents and tourists daily for leisure, fitness and commuting. This section is an integral connection
to several other pathways within the town’s system.
The road closure and subsequent development of 3x R1 lots would require alteration of the pathway, moving it very
close to the property line of condominium plan 7611079. The heavily used entrances and storage areas of condominium
plan 7611079 create a serious safety concern for potential collisions between residents and pathway users. Safety
concerns for pathway users are further exacerbated by the blind corner at the western end of the condominium.
The closest R1 lot in the area at 1251 Railway Avenue is rented to multiple tenants, resulting in up to 6 vehicles at the
property at any given time. Developing 3x R1 lots in the area, creates potential for up to 18 additional vehicles,
increasing traffic substantially and making pathway use extremely dangerous with increased possibility of
vehicle/pedestrian collisions. A traffic impact assessment is imperative in ensuring the safety of all.
Finally, the environmental impacts of the road closure and subsequent development must be considered. Policeman’s
Creek is protected, and the surrounding land is home to more than 100 species of birds and heavily trafficked by other
wildlife including elk and deer.
The implication that nothing else could be done with the land with only possible option being to sell to the current
owners of lots 3 & 5 Railway Court suggests that the short term monetary gain of a small group is more important than
the long term enjoyment of much of the community and protection of natural spaces and the wildlife that inhabit them.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
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Sincerely,
Lil Buckberrough
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

go
Sunday, May 31, 2020 8:00 AM
Municipal Clerk
Bylaw 2020-5

Dear Sir/Madam, my wife, Gillian Owen, and myself strongly favour the passage of bylaw 2020‐5. Hopefully this road
allowance closure will eliminate maintenance and legal liability as well as potentially add to the tax base.
Regards, Mark Cassidy
Sent from my iPad
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eva Caverhill
Municipal Clerk
Re:Bylaw 2020-05
Thursday, May 28, 2020 3:34:52 PM

Re: Bylaw 2020-05
Name: Eva Caverhill
My position on this matter is currently Opposed
Hello – I would like to provide my written feedback for the June 2 2020 Council Meeting.
As I understand it, this is the proposed bylaw:
The landowners of 3 & 5 Railway Court (Lots 15-17, Block 66, Plan 1095F) have submitted a Road
Closure Bylaw application. The application is for the closure of a 758 m2 portion of 12th Street and
3rd Avenue (also known municipally as Railway Court). If the Bylaw receives first reading, the Bylaw
must be circulated to the Minister of Transportation for approval before Council can further consider
the Road Closure Bylaw application. Road closures are regulated in Section 22 of the Municipal
Government Act.
I am opposed to this newly proposed Bylaw for the reasons outlined below.
1. Multi Use Area - The closure of 3rd Avenue (also known municipally as ‘Railway
Court’) overlaps with a heavily used multi-use transit corridor that according to the plan
will need to be moved/altered substantially to accommodate the needs of the property
owners. No notice of sale was posted in the affected area, yet this potential change is
certain to have negative impacts to thousands of walkers, bikers who use this area for
recreation, fitness, commuting and regular daily use – and to those living near or around
that area.
2. Lack of posted notice - The limited stakeholder/community engagement about the
closure of these two roads (including the sale of land to the private owners, and proposed
Bylaw to close these two roads) occurred primarily during the COVID-19 pandemic, where
most community members were fully occupied with the essential tasks of navigating their
own personal safety, security and well-being. More time should be given to ensure that all
community members have a clear understanding of the impact of these proposed
changes.
3. Safety - The formal closure of the roads, without proper impact assessment
completed, would be followed by a proposal to move the existing transit corridor to be
closer to the heavily used access gates of the Condo properties (Plan 7611079) has been
put forward without any apparent consultation with the Condo property owners. This is a
safety and security concern (for users of the path and owners/renters) and appears to be
at the sole benefit the existing owners of Block 66. Additionally the Condo adjacent would
still need fire trucks to be able to access the back of the building and the traffic gate
installed for this purpose.

4. Traffic- it will then be expected to see a proposal to develop 3 x R1 properties on the
lots. The R1 lots that are already adjacent to the area see 5 to 6 vehicles PER property.
This additional traffic would be significant within the context of this already tightly
confined area, and proper safety access to the backs of the various condo complexes must
also be maintained – all while intersecting a heavily used multi-use transit corridor. This
will create a highly congested area for pedestrians, cyclists, and motorists in a small area
with limited sight lines and tight corners.
5. Public Use - Bylaw 2020-5 states “AND WHEREAS, the subject lands have never been
used for public travel and are no longer required for public travel;” While the lands may
not be a throughway for public travel, they are used by the public for additional street
parking. Additionally, the aforementioned multiuse pathway currently uses this piece of
road.
6. Environmental Impact - The road closure and subsequent set back variances for
development will incur a substantial loss of mature trees and natural foliage, which will
negate the much beloved “natural state” locals and visitors have come to expect from
Canmore. Changes to the multi-use corridor should consider how best to keep existing
natural/wild spaces that benefit us all, not cut the areas down for one owner. There are
other ways to develop the existing property without changes to the existing transit
corridor; these need to be further explored and prioritized. This Bylaw should address that
within it, before being approved. While Canmore has many multi user pathways within
the town, most have a buffer of green space between the pathway and private property.
This is the current situation along the road in question and I hope to see it remain that
way.

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Eva Caverhill

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dean Collin
Monday, June 1, 2020 10:05 AM
Municipal Clerk
Bylaw 2020-05

I am in favor of the approval of Bylaw 2020-05
-Regards,
Dean Collin
Norman H Collin & Associates Ltd.
Office -403 243-3422
Cell -403 680-4080
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ben Curry
Monday, June 1, 2020 10:13 PM
Municipal Clerk
Regarding Bylaw 2020-05 - Ben Curry Against

Hello my name is Ben Curry, a Town of Canmore (TOC) resident and home owner for over 15 years, and this is
a written submission to state that I am against Bylaw 2020-05. I currently own a townhouse about 100m
upstream on Policeman’s Creek and walk along the 3rd Avenue path often. The two main reasons that I am
against it are property line rights, and environmental.
When the adjacent creek side facing residents purchased the townhomes they would have consulted the TOC
maps to see what land zoning is adjacent to the condos, they would have clearly seen that there is a road right of
way for 3rd Ave, and therefore there would never be a concern for a new building development to occur near the
property line. For the TOC to now change the zoning and sell land that encroaches on the property line is
unimaginable.
The second major concern is proximity to the creek. Having lived through the 2013 flood, and the damage that
it caused to the townhome that I own due to the proximity to Policeman’s Creek, I can’t see why the TOC
would encourage new development in areas where there should never have been developments so close to the
creek to begin with. The updated flood hazard mapping clearly shows this
(https://maps.alberta.ca/FloodHazard/). No new developments should occur in this zone.
Unless the TOC is offering each resident that faces the proposed development, and property line encroachment,
the opportunity to purchase that property and pay for moving/realty fees, then it would be unjust for the TOC to
move forward with this bylaw.
Sincerely,
Ben Curry
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

gdennler
Sunday, May 31, 2020 8:18 PM
Municipal Clerk
Public Hearing Notification - Bylaw 2020-05

In accordance with the Public Hearing Notification as published in the Rocky Mountain Outlook dates May 14, 2020, I
hereby wish to indicate that I am in favour of the Bylaw 2020‐05 being approved as I believe in the longer term it will
add value to the Town of Canmore
Regards
Grant Dennler
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June 1, 2020
Municipal Clerk
Town of Canmore
902 – 7 Ave
Canmore, AB T1W 3K1
RE;

Road Closure Bylaw 2020-05

Dear Sir/Madame,
Please accept this letter as a response in opposition to the proposed Road Closure Bylaw 2020-05. While I
support redevelopment, and responsible land use amendment, due to the following points, I have to oppose
this process as it is currently proposed.
1) Lack of Public Engagement – Administration posted notices of the public hearing in the paper during
an unprecedented health crisis. The recommendation was that didn't need to offer the land for sale publicly
because if any other group purchased it, the lots would be "land locked" and not accessible. This is
arguable, because if another entity bought the land, in order to prevent development, access could have
been granted with an agreement placed on title, and made a condition of the sale for the Town. The Town
should have posted a sign on the site to let people know a sale was being contemplated (at minimum), and
dropping notices at doors in the area would have been helpful.
2) Pedestrian safety – the pedestrian path in the area is busy, and once there are more vehicles accessing
the area, there will be more possibility of pedestrian/vehicle conflict. It may require a crosswalk, or some
form of safety measures to protect users when vehicles come around the corner. In addition, the proposed
re-alignment of the pedestrian path, brings it closer to the fence of the complex at 1225 Railway Ave,
creating potential conflict with pathway users when gates are opened.
3) Traffic - the example of 1251 Railway Ave (shown below) has shown that the Town has challenges
enforcing regulations for landscaping (and land use). This lot (also zoned R1) has never been a single
family home, but was developed with parking available for 8-12 vehicles – clearly being operated as a
multi unit rental property. Based on this precedent, the 3 new lots proposed could become multi-unit rental,
and crowd the area with vehicles. It's a reasonable assumption that the houses would be good candidates for
Air BnB rentals, similar to the units on the other side of the creek.

The Town has had serious housing issues in the past, but many rental units have come on the market in the
past few years, alleviating that stress, and removing any argument for turning a blind eye to properties
being used for multi unit rental when they're in a single family zone. I would request that the owners be
required to conduct a Traffic Impact Assessment (TIA) to show what the impact & risks are likely to be.
Further to this, the new Bylaw lists the R1 zone permitted uses as "Detached dwelling with accessory
dwelling unit" - meaning the Town would like to see secondary suites on these sites. In concept, this is fine,
but it will increase traffic.
4) Setback from the creek - the variance that is available to reduce the setback for 20 m to 15 m, is
possible due to the lots being registered prior to 1997. From the staff report:
"However, the current wording of the Land Use Bylaw (and wording of the proposed new Land Use Bylaw
at the time of second reading) would exclude the newly registered lots from being able to obtain the 5 m
setback variance to a waterbody. The only available options to the applicant are if the Land Use Bylaw is
amended, or to receive approval from the Subdivision and Development Appeal Board (SDAB) upon
application for a development permit for a dwelling."
Granted, seeking this variance will be a risk borne by the owner of the lot(s), but it is clear they will be
pursuing this option, based on the surveys prepared by their consultant. As some effort has been made to
protect wildlife in the creek and area, it would seem to be at odds with the Town’s declared state of
“climate emergency” to undertake a land sale that is intended to provide the ability to reduce the natural
area in a sensitive site.
Thank you for your consideration of this statement in opposition.
Sincerely,

Jamie Findlay

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Gian
Sara Jones
Gian
Bylaw 2020
Friday, May 29, 2020 5:47:43 PM

Re: Bylaw 2020-05 Schedule A
Name: Gian-Duri Giger
My position on this matter is Opposed
My e-mail address: gianduri@gmail.com, my phone number: 403-609-2967
The bylaw 2020-05 proposal for the road closure and the sale of the town property to the developer as the
pre-requisite for the planned development should have been properly advertised well in advance to us
directly affected condo owners and to the wider community using the area for recreation. The “secrecy” in
advancing this development without timely and proper public consultation does ( in my personal opinion )
not jive well with the town of Canmore’s commitment for public engagement with their constituency.
I am opposed to this bylaw for the following reasons;
SAFETY ISSUES related to the road closure and the planed relocation of the path:
Part of the path would have to be relocated to follow the fence line which would pose a “significant risk”
for path users to collide with open condo-backyard doors or condo owners. Many people bike on this path
and a collision at high speeds would have serious consequences.
Path users would have to cross the street used by busy motor vehicular traffic at a blind corner at the West
end of the condo fence. Many families with kids running around or pushing strollers would be especially
endangered by being forced to share a narrow multi-use corridor with busy motor vehicular traffic.
A safe and quick access for EMS and fire trucks would be compromised to say the least. The fire
department must be consulted whether it is feasible to access the site given the re-alignment of the road, the
path and the reduced space to turn around in the smaller 12th street- Railway Court. I suspect to require a
fire truck to back all the way in or out to/from the gated fire lane behind the condos would not be feasible.
LOSS OF ENJOYMENT OF NATURAL SPACES to be expected with unmitigated development :
Canmore residents and visitor’s alike love this path because it is still mostly embedded in a natural
environment and for many birders policeman’s creek is one of their favourite hangouts. A “substantial”
removal of healthy mature trees and shrubs to facilitate the planned development would destroy the “natural
feel” and enjoyment of this area for many people and the condo residents for a long time. Short time
financial gain by the town of Canmore and the developer should not be prioritized over the long term
environmental integrity of this area. Because of the frantic pace of development in Canmore we lost
permanently many natural green spaces already and we should not be in a mad rush to destroy the few
remaining relatively-wild spaces because ( in my personal opinion ) of greed. At the minimum there should
be a sufficiently wide buffer provided to accommodate a tree and shrub screen for the house next to the
path ( easements ) so that we condo residents would not have to stare at house walls up to the allowed
maximum hight of 9.5 m in our back yards for the long foreseeable future.
EFFECT OF TREE REMOVAL ON GROUND STABILITY

The removal to most of the old growth spruce on the development site would also destroy their dense - flat
root systems anchoring the thin soil overlay and this in turn could result in gravel and soil wash outs in the
event of an overland flood - compromising the foundation of the new houses. A technical -geology
professional should be consulted to evaluate this threat to ground stability and to advise on mitigation
measures. This site is in the flood fringe zone !
POTENTIAL THREATS OF A HIGH WATER TABLE
The very low laying development site is prone to upwelling ground water when the underlaying aquifer is
oversaturated. No Sump pump protects against ground water flooding and this could be an issue for the
house insurances company ?
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY ISSUES
Ducks unlimited dug out several holes in police man’s creek to create escape ponds for overwintering trout
during low water levels in the creek and little islands to provide for secure resting and nesting sites for
birds. The new development ( without any mitigation measures like an enclosing fence ) would surly
increase noise disturbance for those nearby sites and trampling of the very sensitive riparian zone including
wetlands valuable for a number of species.Canmore prides itself as being an exemplary town in
environmental stewardship .
AIR POLLUTION AND NOISE ISSUES
Based on the nearest two R1 properties located at the entrance from Railway Avenue one can expect
roughly 5 to 6 vehicles PER property that means 15 to 18 vehicles for the proposed 3 R1 lots - traveling
back and forth on most days ! Besides the safety issues mentioned above, such an increase in motor vehicle
traffic would create a “substantial” increase in the noise level in a previously relatively quiet and peaceful
Canmore location. The associated increase in air pollution does not align at all with Canmore’s declaration
of a Climate Emergency .
MISSING IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
I think it would be prudent to base any further development and design decisions and actions on detailed
Impact assessments to avoid costly problems down the road. I also think your constituents deserve a honest,
transparent and timely information and cooperation in matters affecting their lives in such a substantial way
for a long time to come,
Best,
Gian-Duri Giger

owners/renters), and appears to be at the sole benefit the existing owners of
Block 66. This small, short-term benefit for personal gain of one property owner
should not be enough to warrant a negative impact on many for the long term,
and does not seem to align with the Town of Canmore’s values.
4. Tied to point #3 above, the Bylaw is setting the tone for the proposal of a

development of 3 x R1 properties on the lots. Based on the nearest R1
properties located at the entrance to Railway Crt (both R1), one can expect
roughly 5 to 6 vehicles PER property. This additional traffic would be significant
within the context of this already tightly confined area, and proper safety access
to the backs of the various condo complexes must also be maintained – all while
intersecting a heavily used multi-use transit corridor.
5. The impact of the road closures for this sort of personal gain/development will

most certainly require a substantial loss of mature trees and natural foliage,
which will negate the much beloved “natural state” which not only community
members, but also tourists (who heavily use this multi-use corridor) have come
to expect from Canmore. Upgrades or improvements to the multi-use corridor
should consider how best to keep existing natural/wild spaces, not move them
slightly for the benefit of one property owner. There are other ways to
use/develop the existing property without changes to the existing transit corridor
flow/location, so these need to be further explored and prioritized. This Bylaw
should address that within it, before being approved. Some mandatory treed
buffer or easement should be considered.

At a minimum, it seems that the public should be entitled to a more detailed impact
assessment of the proposed Bylaw, as this has a much bigger and longer term impact
on the Town of Canmore community than the proposed/Bylaw
acknowledges/addresses.
Thank you for your time and attention on this,

Lisa Jackson

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kennedy, Michael
Sunday, May 31, 2020 3:32 PM
Municipal Clerk
By law 2020 05

I am in support of the closure
Get Outlook for iOS
CONFIDENTIALITÉ : Ce document est destiné uniquement à la personne ou à l'entité à qui il est adressé. L'information apparaissant dans ce document est de
nature légalement privilégiée et confidentielle. Si vous n'êtes pas le destinataire visé ou la personne chargée de le remettre à son destinataire, vous êtes, par la
présente, avisé que toute lecture, usage, copie ou communication du contenu de ce document est strictement interdit. De plus, vous êtes prié de communiquer
avec l'expéditeur sans délai et de détruire ce document immédiatement.
CONFIDENTIALITY: This document is intended solely for the individual or entity to whom it is addressed. The information contained in this document is
legally privileged and confidential. If you are not the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby
advised that you are strictly prohibited from reading, using, copying or disseminating the contents of this document. Please inform the sender immediately
and delete this document immediately.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

jeff laidlaw
Sunday, May 31, 2020 4:00 PM
John Borrowman; Rob Seeley; Karen Marra; Joanna McCallum; Jeffrey Hilstad; Vi
Sandford; Esme Comfort; Lisa de Soto; Planning E-Mail; Cheryl Hyde
Re: By-Law 2020-05

Good afternoon
For the record, for the meeting of June 2, 2020, please accept this note as my objection to the passage of ByLaw
Sincerely
Jeff Laidlaw
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

James R Louden
Monday, June 1, 2020 11:04 PM
Municipal Clerk
Re: Bylaw 2020-05 written submission

Re: bylaw 2020‐05
Roadway adjacent to lot 15‐17 block 66, 1095f ‐3and 5 railway court
Position: neutral
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Dear Mayor and Council,
I am concerned that this process is already on going. The out come of the road closure could be the sale of
land, LUD designation and public hearings, SDAB and public hearings and eventually development of the
adjacent property on Policeman's Creek.
My first question is how can citizen’s be assured by Council of fair and impartial consideration throughout this
process if Council has already accepted the offer of purchase, with various conditions, from the adjacent
property owner before this process even began? The property owner offered to buy the land with the specific
intention to subdivide and develop the adjacent property. Is the out come of these hearings a fait accompli
then? Is subdivision and development a certainty?
Regarding Designation:
In my laypersons understanding, the subject road way does not carry a Land Use District (LUD) designation at
this time. This applies before and after the closer. Does this amendment to the land use bylaw give a LUD
designation for the subject road way (railway court) after the closer? If not, this could automatically exclude
further public imput, ie, for the new LUD. Is the fundamental rule in land use planning not to have the land
designated BEFORE subdivision applications should be considered?
The MGA is clear that without LUD designation the land cannot be considered for subdivision nor for
development of any kind. The process should have followed MGA sect 24, sect 640 and sect 692 in full. These
sections deal with road closers, land uses, and public hearings.
I hope that Council will consider revisiting this process from the beginning and then decide for themselves if
the process is inline with the MGA or not.
Thank you. All the best,
James
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Sent from Windows Mail

2

downtown core and make it more dangerous: this seems to contradict the Town’s stated objectives in
the Climate Action Plan.
4) Emergency Services Access
The proposed development would move the buildings forward causing not only a narrower trail as
noted above in point #3 but will also result in a narrower space for emergency vehicle access. This
could be a danger not only for the proposed development but also for the condominium that already
has 12 units backing onto this space.

5) Vehicular Traffic
The example of 1251 Railway Ave has shown that the Town doesn't enforce their own regulations for
landscaping and land use. This building also has a high turn over of residents and is a major reason that
items are constantly left beside the garbage bins creating another problem that affects the residents
and the town alike. The proposed development is zoned R1 which allows for “detached dwelling with
accessory dwelling unit” this could again result in high turnover, lots of traffic/cars and lots of garbage
left when tenants move out. Has an impact assessment been completed? Or if this development is
approved perhaps limiting it to what is currently there (one storey buildings with no accessory suites)
would help minimize the impact and maintain the balance.

6) Lack of Public Engagement/Transparency
Lastly and perhaps most importantly, there has been a huge lack of public engagement and
transparency. The land was not even offered for sale. By the time there was a posting in the paper
(during an unprecedented health crisis!), it was to inform the public that the sale had already been
completed. Make no mistake: “engaging” the public after the fact, is virtually no engagement at all. At
a minimum, the Town of Canmore should have posted a sign on the property to actually engage and
inform the public that a sale was being considered. The Town’s actions were lacking in transparency
and equity.
I look forward to further discussing this during the Zoom meeting on Tuesday, June 2nd at 9am.
Sincerely,
Janet Morrison/Damian Francis
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Re: Bylaw 2020-05
Murray Palmer and Miriam Palmer
Conditionally Opposed Pending Further Information
We are conditionally opposed to this bylaw until further clarification can be presented on how the road
closure will impact the current activities in this area and the existing residences.
Based on the information given on the Request for Decision, Agenda Item F-2 of the Council Meeting of
January 14, 2020, it is our understanding that the purchasers will be covering the costs of road
rehabilitation to Railway Court as well as installing and/or upgrading water, sewer and power systems.
We question if there is a financial limitation on the Purchasers expectation of these costs?
We feel that a design proposal should be made on how this area is developed before Bylaw 2020-05 can
be fully evaluated and approved.
This Design Proposal should include:
• Vehicle turn around area.
o Currently vehicles entering Railway Court utilize area of the 12th Street right of way to
turn around. Will this still be possible?
• Overnight parking.
o How will current overnight parking be impacted on the 3rd Avenue right of way?
o There are no visitor parking stalls for the Fairholme Mountain Estates (Condo Plan
7611079) and guests will often park there.
o Temporary vehicle loading and unloading access to the back (West) units of the
Fairholme Mountain Estates still needs to be maintained.
• Policeman’s Creek Pathway
o How will the current pathway be accommodated? This pathway has extensive daily use
by pedestrian and bicycle traffic and should be handled in an aesthetic manner.
o The pathway should not be simply interrupted by a roadway designed for vehicular
traffic.
• Mountain Village ambience
o What removal and/or replacement of existing Flora is planned?
• Nighttime ambience.
o What street lighting fixtures are anticipated? Currently Railway Court has no street
lighting fixtures which enhances the natural ambiance of the area. Will this be
maintained? If fixtures need to be added, they should be low level and have no light
trespass onto the existing residences.
cc. PEKA Professional Property Management Ltd.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Max Schoffel gmail
Tuesday, June 2, 2020 2:14 AM
Cheryl Hyde
Re: Public hearing June 4th

Hello, I would like to participate in the public hearing for June 2, I did get a zoom password etc. I would also
like to ask council about the environmental assessment done for the construction above a spring. Yes, the water
is coming right out of the lot and this seems not appropriate to build over it.
What about the environmental stress to Policeman Creek and the riparian lands? Also building new piping from
Railway Avenue would cause a big transformation en the soil putting at risk the other neighbours in the area.
How can they build if it is in the red area flooding zone?
thanks a lot.
The bylaw 2020-05 proposal for the road closure and the sale of the town property to the developer as the pre-requisite for the
planned development should have been properly advertised well in advance to us directly affected condo owners and to the
wider community using the area for recreation. The “secrecy” in advancing this development without timely and proper public
consultation does ( in my personal opinion ) not jive well with the town of Canmore’s commitment for public engagement with
their constituency.
I am opposed to this bylaw for the following reasons;
SAFETY ISSUES related to the road closure and the planed relocation of the path:
Part of the path would have to be relocated to follow the fence line which would pose a “significant risk” for path users to
collide with open condo-backyard doors or condo owners. Many people bike on this path and a collision at high speeds would
have serious consequences.
Path users would have to cross the street used by busy motor vehicular traffic at a blind corner at the West end of the condo
fence. Many families with kids running around or pushing strollers would be especially endangered by being forced to share a
narrow multi-use corridor with busy motor vehicular traffic.
A safe and quick access for EMS and fire trucks would be compromised to say the least. The fire department must be consulted
whether it is feasible to access the site given the re-alignment of the road, the path and the reduced space to turn around in the
smaller 12th street- Railway Court. I suspect to require a fire truck to back all the way in or out to/from the gated fire lane
behind the condos would not be feasible.
LOSS OF ENJOYMENT OF NATURAL SPACES to be expected with unmitigated development :
Canmore residents and visitor’s alike love this path because it is still mostly embedded in a natural environment and for many
birders policeman’s creek is one of their favourite hangouts. A “substantial” removal of healthy mature trees and shrubs to
facilitate the planned development would destroy the “natural feel” and enjoyment of this area for many people and the condo
residents for a long time. Short time financial gain by the town of Canmore and the developer should not be prioritized over the
long term environmental integrity of this area. Because of the frantic pace of development in Canmore we lost permanently
many natural green spaces already and we should not be in a mad rush to destroy the few remaining relatively-wild spaces
because ( in my personal opinion ) of greed. At the minimum there should be a sufficiently wide buffer provided to
accommodate a tree and shrub screen for the house next to the path ( easements ) so that we condo residents would not have to
stare at house walls up to the allowed maximum hight of 9.5 m in our back yards for the long foreseeable future.
EFFECT OF TREE REMOVAL ON GROUND STABILITY
The removal to most of the old growth spruce on the development site would also destroy their dense - flat root systems
anchoring the thin soil overlay and this in turn could result in gravel and soil wash outs in the event of an overland flood 1

compromising the foundation of the new houses. A technical -geology professional should be consulted to evaluate this threat to
ground stability and to advise on mitigation measures. This site is in the flood fringe zone !
POTENTIAL THREATS OF A HIGH WATER TABLE
The very low laying development site is prone to upwelling ground water when the underlaying aquifer is oversaturated. No
Sump pump protects against ground water flooding and this could be an issue for the house insurances company ?
ENVIRONMENTAL INTEGRITY ISSUES
Ducks unlimited dug out several holes in police man’s creek to create escape ponds for overwintering trout during low water
levels in the creek and little islands to provide for secure resting and nesting sites for birds. The new development ( without any
mitigation measures like an enclosing fence ) would surly increase noise disturbance for those nearby sites and trampling of the
very sensitive riparian zone including wetlands valuable for a number of species.Canmore prides itself as being an exemplary
town in environmental stewardship .
AIR POLLUTION AND NOISE ISSUES
Based on the nearest two R1 properties located at the entrance from Railway Avenue one can expect roughly 5 to 6 vehicles
PER property that means 15 to 18 vehicles for the proposed 3 R1 lots - traveling back and forth on most days ! Besides the
safety issues mentioned above, such an increase in motor vehicle traffic would create a “substantial” increase in the noise level
in a previously relatively quiet and peaceful Canmore location. The associated increase in air pollution does not align at all with
Canmore’s declaration of a Climate Emergency .
MISSING IMPACT ASSESSMENTS AND PUBLIC ENGAGEMENT
I think it would be prudent to base any further development and design decisions and actions on detailed Impact assessments to
avoid costly problems down the road. I also think your constituents deserve a honest, transparent and timely information and
cooperation in matters affecting their lives in such a substantial way for a long time to come,
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